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MARIANNE WILLIAMSON - THE LAW OF DIVINE COMPENSATION 

Marianne Williamson – spiritual leader and author of The Law of Divine 
Compensation, and six  other New York Times-bestselling books, including  
A Return to Love -  has been featured on Oprah and Larry King , and leads 
initiatives like Sister Giant, and was a candidate for U.S. Congress in California. 

AN ABUNDANCE WORLD VIEW 

Julie Ann Turner:  
Welcome, everyone. This is Julie Ann Turner.  
We’re so glad that you’re joining us for ConsciousSHIFT today. 

I have a question for you.  
What is your world view about abundance, 
about money?  

I’m asking, because I’ve noticed that this  
can actually be quite a sensitive question  
about our consciousness - our beliefs  
about money, income, compensation,  
abundance, wealth … interesting concepts, right? 

What is your world view? 

Do you think of yourself as being at the effect  
of a random universe that doesn’t care about you,  
a world view of scarcity?  Or do you think of yourself  
as being at the effect of a loving universe that does care about you .. 
in other words, a world view of abundance?  
It’s a critical question, isn’t it, because our beliefs  
determine what we see and what we experience. 

THE BEST OF the acclaimed global radio show,  
CONSCIOUSSHIFT with Julie Ann Turner – transcribed, 
outlined & highlighted with care, to enable you  
to quickly grasp and apply the essential wisdom  
shared by Julie Ann and each of her Visionary guests. 

NOTES 
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about 
abundance … 
about  
money 
and  
wealth? 
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To talk with us today about our abundance world view  
and about The Law of Divine Compensation - 
how we can consciously tap into that abundance,  
I am honored to welcome Marianne Williamson  
to join us today on ConsciousSHIFT. Welcome, Marianne. 

Marianne Williamson: 
Hi. How are you? Thank you so much for having me. 

Julie Ann Turner: 
Absolutely.  
All of our listeners, Marianne, across the globe  
on ConsciousSHIFT - I am sure that they know you  
as a loving, powerful teacher and guide - much from  
the principles of A Course in Miracles - and also  
they know you as a spiritual leader and author,  
a teacher … and they know you from your bestselling 
books, A Return To Love and six of your books  
have been New York Times bestsellers.  
They may know you that way.  

They may have seen you on Oprah or Larry King  
or Good Morning America. They may have heard  
of your initiatives like Project Angel Food or Sister Giant  
and in all of your works - especially in your latest book, 
The Law of Divine Compensation.  

You are inviting us to consciously shift  
from fear and limitation, to faith and love … 
from a world view of scarcity,  
to a world view of abundance.  

I want to ask you - I’m sure our listeners,  
as enlightened and conscious as they are,  
may be asking: “Can simply changing our minds  
change our bank balance?’ 

Marianne Williamson: 
Changing our mind literally determines 
which realm of experience we inhabit.  

Can simply 
changing  
our minds 
change  
our bank 
accounts? 
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There is one way of looking at the world which is only through our physical eyes.  
That shows us a world of scarcity and luck. In this material realm,  
there are only so many pieces of the pie. We have to compete to get ours.  
We have to prove somehow that we are better than other people. We have to compete.  
We have to struggle and particularly in times of economic challenge. For most people,  
that means right now. This is a very difficult experience that rises from this kind of world view. 

Programmed for Perfection 

Enlightenment is a shift from body identification  
to spirit identification. That means that we recognize 
that while we inhabit on a three-dimensional level,  
the material plane, life is much more than that …  
beyond what the physical eyes can see,  
there’s a world of infinite abundance in which  
there are an infinite number of pieces of the pie -  
and we don’t have to struggle or compete,  
because no one else can compete to be you,  
just as you cannot compete to be anyone else … 
and that each and every one of us is programmed  
for stardom.  

Each and every one of us is programmed  
for perfection - just as the embryo becomes a baby  
through a natural programming and invisible hand  
of sorts and a bud turns into a blossom and an acorn  
turns into an oak tree, every aspect of reality  
is similarly programmed to rise to its highest place 
of material manifestation. 

When we see work that way - not as a job outside of us 
that we need to go get - but rather a calling, a career  
that arises organically out of the depths of who we are, 
then we see the creation of external abundance  
from a whole different place.  

It’s not something we go to find or to get from outside  
of us, but rather that it’s something that unfolds naturally 
as an automatic reflection of the abundance  
that we have experienced inside ourselves. 

Each  
and every  
one of us  
is 
programmed 
for stardom. 
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Julie Ann Turner:  
Beautiful. Marianne, you really set the foundation 
when you share that every experience begins  
with a thought. If we’re experiencing lack,  
the first place to look is in our thinking. 

Marianne Williamson: 
Right. You don’t normally think of when you,  
let’s say, are dealing with material lack of some kind,  
you don’t normally think, “Well, who have I not forgiven?” 

The idea here is that the universe is self-correcting. 

Whenever there is a problem, whenever there is a lack,  
whenever there is a diminishment of material resources, 
there is within the infinitude of spiritual substance  
the ability to compensate - that’s what I call  
The Law of Divine Compensation -  
to compensate for that lack. 

What normally happens is that, or at least what we’re 
tempted to do, is to meet limited circumstances  
with limited thought. ‘Ain’t it awful? I’m a victim.  
It’s a slow recovery and jobs won’t be available  
for a long time. Even when they’re available,  
nobody will be hiring me. I don’t have the right 
 resume. I’m not the right age …’ or whatever. 

When you look to your own thoughts, you realize 
that your power lies in meeting even limited  
circumstances with unlimited thoughts.  

I am not just a child of this world. I’m a child  
of the universe - and therefore, even though  
I might not have a job at the moment, as the world  
defines it, I still have a divine calling that I was born with, 
which is to love, to give and to receive love. 
You realize that in the presence of love,  
miracles occur naturally.  
Anytime we withhold love,  
we are deflecting a miracle.  

Wherever 
there is lack,  
The Law 
of Divine 
Compensation 
is available 
to compensate 
for that lack. 
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That’s why we look to our self. 

I think it’s also significant to mention, some people  
might hear that and go, “Well, wait a minute. Are you saying  
that some starving child in Africa doesn’t have food because  
they don’t love enough?” My answer to that is the starving child 
is lacking food in Africa because we are not loving enough.  

Every problem does ultimately come from a lack of love - 
but sometimes it’s not just the lack of love inside the person  
who is experiencing the effect. Even then though, the point  
is to realize that we are not meant to be the effect  
of lovelessness on our part or anyone else’s.  

Even when it comes to something like the starving child, 
if the advanced nations of the world got together  
and said, “Look, in 10 years, we will eradicate the poverty  
from the planet,” then that’s exactly what will happen. 

Julie Ann Turner:  
Exactly. You pointed out that Jeffrey Sachs  
[author of The End of Poverty: How We Can  
Make It Happen in Our Lifetime] and others  
have really outlined we could choose to do that. 

Marianne Williamson: 
Absolutely. I have an interview with him actually on my public  
Facebook page. It’s interesting that you mentioned that. Thank you. 

Julie Ann Turner:  
Absolutely, wonderful. We’ll share that information, as well.  
As we go forward, we’re going to give certainly the information  
about the book and some other things that you’re going  
to be sharing Marianne around The Law of Divine Compensation.  

To go back to one of your points, you talked about the  
importance of how we think - and that our fear mind  
is really equated with our ego mind - and that when  
we choose our thoughts, enlightenment, as you say,  
is a choice - the way that we think if we’re thinking a  
loving thought, we can activate this Law of Divine Compensation.  

Any time 
we withhold 
love 
we are  
deflecting 
a miracle. 
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How can we activate the Law - 
and how do we deactivate it? 

Marianne Williamson: 
In the morning, the most powerful thing we can do  
is to meditate - because just as a coach of a great athlete, 
we’ll have the athlete envision the move before  
they actually make the move.  

When we meditate, we allow our minds to settle  
into natural alignment with the natural harmonies  
of the universe. Remember it’s within the alignment 
of the natural harmony of the universe  
that all is programmed for perfection. 

When you wake up in the morning  
and you go directly to the newspaper 
or the computer and view listings  
as the world defines that view,  
then you are surrendering your mind 
to the forces of fear.  

Now, I’m not saying you shouldn’t read  
the newspaper, you shouldn’t know what’s  
going on in the world - because I think we should - 
but we should see it from a place where we have  
already prepared our minds in such a way  
that we can experience ourselves not as at  
the effect of all the terrible news in the world - 
but as transformers of all the terrible news  
in the world. 

From that point, you go through your day - 
and this is what the book is about - you save  
your business, you save your job.  
May I be a vessel of love through this work,  
may the world be a better place because I have this job,  
may I show up impeccably, may I not live in the past  
but in the present, may I look at every human encounter  
in every situation as an opportunity to bless and to extend love. 

Meditation 
activates 
the Law  
of Divine 
Attraction … 
allowing our 
minds to settle 
into natural  
harmony  
with the 
universe. 
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Let me, before I even go to work today, send love  
and wish for peace to my employer, to my employers, 
to my clients, to my perspective clients and you actually 
go through the mental discipline of sending love  
to everyone involved with you in a work situation.  
Now, obviously you don’t necessarily say anything - 
but it’s how you use your mind. 

One of the things that happens when you do is that - 
you come to realize how infrequently this normally happens. 
You realize that you’re walking around with resentments  
and anger and controlling thoughts and all those things  
that just normally happen on any given day. You begin  
to realize as I said before, in any place where we are  
withholding love, we’re blocking the miracle.  

It’s amazing how much abundance flows through us  
when we allow the abundance in our hearts to flow out. 

Julie Ann Turner:  
You shared in the book, Marianne, that miracles are natural.  
They’re the natural state of being. It’s only through  
negative thoughts, through lack of forgiveness, through  
sometimes blocking the miracle just by insisting  
on a specific form of miracle rather than being open  
to any form of miracle or by simply focusing as you  
so clearly shared that focusing on circumstances  
that those bills, those finances, investments  
may be even losses, that just only focusing  
on the material circumstances rather than  
on our thinking focuses us on a lower vibration,  
a partial view, actually a fear view, which is actually an illusion. 

Marianne Williamson: 
Right, exactly. That’s exactly what A Course in Miracles says.  
The first thing you said was that miracles are natural - 
when they do not occur something has gone wrong.  
Once again, that’s the notion of the self-organizing universe. 
The embryo naturally becomes the baby.  
The acorn naturally becomes the oak tree. 

Miracles  
are the  
natural state  
of being … 
and 
abundance  
is meant to 
flow naturally 
through us. 
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The quote I have at the beginning of the book  
from Einstein says, “The most important decision  
you will ever make is whether you think you live  
in a friendly universe or a harmful universe.”  

When you make that decision and say, “I believe  
I live in a friendly universe,” you are open  
to the evidence that the universe is supporting  
you in success. The universe is supporting you 
in all that would lift you to your highest level  
of creative manifestation.  

Julie Ann Turner:  
Conversely, if you don’t believe that it is an  
abundant, miracle-filled universe, you won’t 
even be able to see the opportunities  
sometimes that are right before you. 

Marianne Williamson: 
We experience a lot when we don’t live  
in the present. If the universe is programmed  
to be self-correcting, that means any time  
there’s been lack or diminishment, the universe 
is already ‘on it’ for divine correction.  

Sometimes, because you’re living in such an 
‘Ain’t it awful’ (mindset) from the past  
or carrying a baggage from the past,  
feeling victimized, feeling depressed  
or whatever - and you’re not showing up  
with the faith that in this present moment,  
the universe is an infinite opportunity-creating machine. 

You might have a new opportunity right in front of you - 
in the guise of a person who might be interested  
in hiring you, or connect you to your next opportunity -  
but because you bring the energy of the past,  
rather than really being open to new beginnings in the present, 
you completely miss out on the opportunity. 

The universe 
is supporting 
you in all that 
would lift you 
to your  
highest  
level of 
manifestation. 
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Julie Ann Turner:  
You described that so beautifully in the book  
and gave some great examples. The way you’re 
describing this really gives us a sense of how  
we can truly bring love into the workplace,  
into our works of art - which is really what  
we’re all here to do.  

It’s to express our unique light,  
our unique creative expressions in the world. 

You give such a beautiful description of how 
we can literally walk through the day.  
No matter what our work is,  
our work can be our ministry. 

Marianne Williamson: 
Right - exactly. On a mortal plane, we all do different 
things - but on the spiritual plane, we’re all here  
for the same purpose.  

That is to be conduit for the love 
that will heal the world.  

One person gives their upliftment and their love  
and their service through sciences, some through 
the arts, some through the legal system, some  
through education.  

Work takes a different form - 
but at the deepest level,  
we all have the same calling. 

When we identify not only who we are,  
but what we’re doing - not according to only 
as material expression, but through  
the spiritual purpose - then it gives us   
power that we would not otherwise have. 

Our work  
takes  
different  
forms - 
but at the 
deepest level, 
we all have  
the same 
calling. 
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Julie Ann Turner:  
It’s such a different way of looking at our work.  
Even the word work, it tends to be a heavy word - 
at least in the western world. You talked about the  
difference between a calling or a ministry versus a job. 
It’s such a shift of energy, isn’t it, to just think about  
your works of art, your artistry in the world, your  
ministry, your works of art.  

You say each one of us is on this earth  
with a divine purpose to rise to the level 
of our highest creative possibility.  
Isn’t that beautiful? 

Marianne Williamson: 
Right – because, at the highest level,  
your work is not just about what you do.  
It’s about the consciousness that you bring to it. 

Anyone can be of service. If you’re in contact  
with people, if you’re doing something related  
to people, you have an opportunity to put good 
in the world. If you in any way don’t rise to that  
occasion and behaved at any kind of lack of ethics 
or lack of morals in terms of a moral universe,  
then you actually bring harm to the world. 

That’s a particularly important issue when it comes  
to work and money, because we have this idea that  
nice guys finish last. Nice guys actually finish first.  
They might finish last in the short term, but in the  
long term, the universe knows what it’s doing - 
and God is not mocked. There is karma and there  
is cause and effect. There is accountability and cosmic justice. 

Julie Ann Turner: 
In spiritual circles, particularly, there is often a negative view 
of wealth - and even some confusion about compensation.  
You talked about the law of fair exchange.  
Could you speak to that just a little bit? 

Each of us 
has a  
divine 
purpose  
to rise 
to the level 
of our highest 
creative 
possibility. 
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Marianne Williamson: 
Yes. Some people have a prejudice against the poor, 
these awful thought forms - like ‘someone’s poor only  
because they’re lazy and no good and not trying.’  
It’s similarly inaccurate and inappropriate  
to make stereotypical judgment about the rich.  
It’s just as unbalanced as to ‘every rich person  
is greedy and unethical,” as it is to say ‘every  
poor person is lazy and just not trying.’  

It’s very important to notice that particular form 
of lovelessness and judgment in our minds - 
because if we have a judgment that says  
‘every rich person is part of the problem,  
every rich person is unethical or greedy’ - 
then you will subconsciously sabotage wealth, 
if it’s on its way to your door. 

For us to be open to whatever abundance  
the universe sends to us - because the universe  
wants us to have, I believe, whatever level  
of abundance would help us to forge that  
highest level of creative possibility  
in our own lives - noticing where we are prejudiced  
against money, against wealth is as important  
as noticing where we are prejudiced against poverty. 

Julie Ann Turner: 
You were talking in the book about this fair exchange. 
When we share our unique divine gifts in the world  
to help another and receive compensation in return,  
both are blessed. We’re blessed. 

Marianne Williamson: 
Right. That issue of fair exchange with money is correct …  
we want money to circulate. There’s nothing beautiful  
about what happens when money stops circulating.  
That causes a lot of suffering. What we want is for money -  
just like goodwill, just like love, just like justice - to circulate freely and fully. 

It is important 
to notice 
where  
we negatively 
judge 
money  
or wealth. 
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When you are creating something of value  
and you put it out into the world and somebody 
gives you money in exchange, they added value  
to your life in the form of money that you use  
to pay your bills. You put something of value  
in their hands.  

That’s the law of fair exchange.  
That’s what capitalism should be. 

Now, what’s happened in our society  
in the last 40 or 50 years is that American capitalism,  
in a macro sense, has in many ways deviated  
from its ethical center. Money has become so much  
the bottom line that people have lost the deeper sense 
of morality around it in too many cases - 
but money actually should not be the bottom line. 

Love should be the bottom line.  
Humanitarian value should be the bottom line.  
Ethics should be the bottom line.  
Morality should be the bottom line.  
Then within that of course, the law of fair exchange 
works perfectly for everyone. 

The fact that we have so transactionalized and  
financialized everything in our society had not served us. 
It has not created a healthy or prosperous economy  
at all. There’s a lot of deep thinking and deep  
questioning going on in our society  
about these things right now. 

Julie Ann Turner: 
It’s so interesting to me that you are bringing  
this message now. I’ve also, on ConsciousSHIFT,  
had the privilege to talking to Julia Cameron -  
her latest book is The Prosperous Heart.  
She’s talking about the same ideas. Dan Pink,  
who’s been on the show, is talking about To Sell is Human. 

Money  
should not be 
the  
bottom line … 

Love  
should be  
the  
bottom line. 
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It seems to be in the consciousness right now  
that this is an inspired time to bring this message 
forward.  

Is that what you felt when you were inspired 
to write the book? 

Marianne Williamson: 
Whenever we have a problem, the mind is inspired  
to think in terms of the solutions. I heard many people 
talking about real stress and anxiety and tension  
during this last recession. That is what inspired me  
to write the book. It makes sense when you have  
a problem in your life that you sometimes tend  
to do your deepest thinking about it.  

That’s where I think the society is.  
We know if something is very much not  
working here … the whole 1% versus 99% 
and how much suffering has resulted  
from the economic slowdown.  

Julie Ann Turner: 
Marianne, you share a process  
to make this conscious shift to abundance - 
whether somebody listening has lost a job  
or whether they’re just looking for more work,  
so they can tap into this Law of Divine Compensation … 
would you be willing to go through that with me? 

For those of you who have the book, you can look  
with me (on page 121), but the first step is you  
place your need for work in God’s hands.  
This is important - whether you’re looking for a job  
or whether we’re just thinking about any kind of work  
that we want. If we want to improve our businesses,  
the first step would be to place your need for work  
in God’s hands. Marianne, you talked about surrendering 
your thoughts and taking the highest responsibility  
for your circumstances. 

Place  
your need 
for work 
in God’s  
hands. 
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Marianne Williamson: 
Right. It’s interesting. A Course in Miracles  
says you pay a very high price for not taking 
100% responsibility for your life. The price  
you pay is that you will then not be able  
to change your circumstances.  

I know a lot of times we’re angry.  
We’ve all had our economic ups and downs. 

A lot of times you have two thoughts.  
One of them is ‘It was my own damn fault.’  
The other one is ‘I don’t know how I’ll ever  
forgive those bastards.’ In other words,  
things you wish you hadn’t done … then  
you think through things you wish you’d  
done that you didn’t do. Sometimes it’s very  
difficult for us to start over because we’re  
very angry at ourselves for being where we are. 
‘I would have had money in the bank by now  
if I had only acted better four years ago,’  
or whatever. 

Sometimes, there’s a lot of self-forgiveness  
necessary. Some of that includes atonement,  
admitting where we’ve made mistakes, admitting  
where we were not wise, admitting where we were  
not moderate, admitting where we were not responsible. 

Only in atoning, only in admitting our errors  
and really doing what’s really necessary not only 
to make amends - but to change our thinking  
and change our behavior - then we are able  
to feel the peace of self-forgiveness,  
because we know that we’ve learned.  

The only thing that’s ultimately a failure  
is something that we didn’t learn from.  
Something is not a failure if you learned  
from it and you’re ready to do it better now. 

You pay  
a very  
high price  
for not  
taking 100% 
responsibility 
for your life. 
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The other thing is when there are other people - 
whether it’s people on Wall Street or bankers  
or politicians, or somebody who unfairly fired  
you, or someone who sabotaged you at work -  
the idea of forgiving ourselves and others … 
because where there’s a lack of forgiveness,  
the principle of divine compensation,  
The Law of Divine Compensation, can’t move 
and then correct things - where there’s  
withhold of love.  

There is no more important change 
of thinking than forgiveness. 

The change of thinking that transforms  
our lives is not just concentrating  
on what we want. That’s magic where  
you’re just telling the universe what you want. 

Miracles occur when you ask how you can be  
of service to the universe. The greatest service 
we can be to the universe is that our minds  
be used as vessels of love. 

Julie Ann Turner:  
One of the most powerful things you share, 
Marianne, is that even if you’ve made mistakes,  
even if you’ve done wrong or you’ve been done 
wrong, if you’ve been cheated - that there is a  
divine compensation.  

It’s okay. Move back into love.  
As you say, a miracle is a shift in perception 
from fear to love. 

If we can just remember that, and as you say,  
remember who we are - that we’re divine beings - 
and we shift into that world of abundance,  
instead of just focusing on the world of scarcity,  
everything changes.  

Even if you 
have made 
mistakes -  
there is  
divine 
compensation. 
Move back 
into love. 
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I encourage everyone check out Marianne’s book 
The Law of Divine Compensation.  

Marianne Williamson: 
Of course, the book can be found at any 
major book seller … and if you go to  
www.Marianne.com, you can find out  
about my current courses and events … 
and you can sign up for my email list 
there, as well.  

Julie Ann Turner:  
Absolutely. I’m on that list. I encourage everyone 
to get on that list. I encourage everyone to get  
Marianne’s latest book, The Law of Divine  
Compensation. I can tell you this one really  
touched my heart. 

I just would love to take a moment to invite all 
of our ConsciousSHIFT-ers to send you love - 
for all the love that you shared with us  
through your speaking, through your writing. 

Marianne Williamson: 
That is so touching to me. Thank you.  
That is very kind of you - and I have to tell you, 
I’m feeling it right now. Thank you so much  
for that. What an honor. Thank you. 

Julie Ann Turner:  
Absolutely.  
Marianne, thank you so much for joining us 
here on ConsciousSHIFT. 

Marianne Williamson: 
Thank you so much.  
Thank you. God bless you. 

Miracles  
occur  
when  
you ask  
how you  
can be 
of service 
to the 
universe.  

http://www.marianne.com/
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Life’s Top Line

Julie Ann Turner:  
Isn’t that a wonderful conversation 
with Marianne Williamson about  
The Law of Divine Compensation?  

When we’re talking about our world view - 
do we see a world of abundance,  
or a world of scarcity?  

It matters where we focus our attention - 
as we look at issues such as income  
and abundance and wealth.  

As Marianne pointed out, the world  
is so often focused on the bottom line - 
just profit, money, a life lived for tangible 
things only. It’s such a different energy,  
isn’t it?  

I’m sure many of you have lived in that  
kind of world view before - have lived in  
that kind of circumstantial experience.  
I know I have. Let me just share just a touch  
of my story here, for those of you who don’t know. 

For me, I actually had some level of success  
as a senior executive in an international advertising 
and PR firms and was a rising star and a global 50  
tech company.  

For me, I had what looked like success on the outside - 
but on the inside, my authentic self, my soul,  
was actually struggling - because for me,  
the higher I rose in the corporate world, it seemed  
like the less my values aligned.  

Life’s  
top line 
means  
your values  
are 
aligned  
with what 
you're 
contributing 
to the world. 
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Everywhere around me,  
I just saw corporate turf wars,  
people undercutting one another. 
They were valuing competition  
over co-creation.  

I realized that my values were  
the exact opposite - 
creativity, innovation, collaboration. 

I just had this sinking realization that  
this ‘success’ was really - for me at least -  
an illusion. It was a trap … I was stuck  
in a loop. I didn’t really know how to get out. 

I just knew I wasn’t living my highest and best life. 
I wasn’t sharing my greatest gifts.  

You know how there are moments in life 
where just everything changes?  
It just wakes you up - and you just never  
see things the same way again.  

Here I was, already questioning my path - 
and then my mom got cancer.  
She passed away at only 48 years old.  

For me, perhaps even a bit younger than most, 
I really came face to face with the reality  
that we just only have such a brief time,  
don’t we, to make the impact we’re here  
to make.  

That’s when I took the leap - 
into my own life’s work -  
finding out  
what my life’s purpose was. 

Life’s  
top line 
encompasses 
your  
highest  
and best 
life.  
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In the process of discovering in living out  
my life’s purpose, I really discovered the difference  
between living for the bottom line - just for profit  
and money - and living for what I call life’s top line, 
a life lived with full potential to full purpose,  
to joy, to love, to fulfillment, to contribution. 

This radio show and my book series, GENESIS 
OF GENIUS - as I share also with my  
visionary clients across the globe - it’s just  
as important, if not more so, to consider  
life’s top line.  

What are you really living for?  
What meaning does your life have for you?  
What gives you joy?  
What is your creative expression in the world? 
What are your works of art?  
What higher end are you expending  
your energy every day?  

Marianne Williamson said it like this in her book … 
she says, “It’s to live in the flow of a meaningful life.” 
To live in the flow of a meaningful life - not just  
about money - but where our work exists   
on a higher plane, a higher plane than money … 
as Marianne spoke about doing your work  
as your calling, your ministry, your mission,  
your purpose. 

She actually says that miracles happen when  
you do that, when you share your unique gifts,  
when you share your unique mission and message 
in the world, your mission is like a magnet  
for abundance.  

It’s not surprising that finding your life’s mission 
or purpose has an amazing way  
of plugging you into a natural flow  
of creative energy. 

Do you 
know 
the  
top line 
of your 
life? 
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In fact, another one of my favorite authors,  
Thomas Moore who wrote Care of the Soul  
and many other books, he talks about the fact 
that the word work in Latin is actually opus.  
It’s the same word that’s used to talk  
about works of art. Isn’t that interesting?  

Could we think about our work as our art? 

Also, Thomas Moore mentions that the  
Greek word for work is ergon. It’s the same root 
as the word energy.  

Now, that’s a big shift, isn’t it, 
to think about our work  
as giving us energy?  

In fact, one powerful secret to discovering 
your purpose and potential is to ask that  
very question: Does this give me energy 
or does it take energy away from me?  

Isn’t that a great sign?  
Your true purpose and potential  
is going to infuse you with energy. 

Think about what are your works of art, 
what is your Signature Genius?  

Thomas Moore talks about the fact that  
our creative expressions reveal the person 
that we are, the person that we don’t even  
recognize until it is revealed in our work.  
We see ourselves mirrored in our work  
and the world outside of us. This is how  
we find ourselves and our work. 

If this is the case, what will you do with  
your creative energy, your creative power?  
Would you exchange your energy only for the  
tangible things, the bottom-line things, the money? 

Does  
your 
work  
infuse  
you  
with  
energy? 
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Even though these things are certainly valid  
and worthy and enjoyable rewards -  
but are we only concerned with the bottom line, 
or will we also choose to exchange our energy  
and power for a higher purpose - what we’re calling 
here life’s top line - to be able to reach our full  
potential and leave a lasting legacy? 

Marianne Williamson actually said this about  
selfishness: “The greatest darkness of our time  
is the legitimization of selfishness. When everyone  
is selfish, that’s a very low-level, low-energy vibration. 
The universe doesn’t support it.  

When the only point of a project is to make money - 
regardless of the effect it has on children’s minds,  
regardless of the effect it may have on the environment, 
yes it might make money but has no cosmic force.”  

She adds that each one of us has a desire,  
a natural desire, all people and all age, to create, 
to express, to experience that sacred dimension. 

Creativity always touches the divine. 
When we live from our deepest desire,  
from our deepest and fullest potential,  
we’re touching our own divinity.  

So many today really feel a calling for more than  
the bottom line - to rediscover and live into life’s  
top line, which encompasses those higher values  
and purpose and energy, and expresses your true 
and full creative potential. 

As Marianne also says, it’s not a risk to step  
into your full potential. She says the worst thing  
we can ever do, the greatest risk that we can ever take 
is playing it safe - because we risk not living the life  
we were meant to live.  
We risk losing the very thing we want to have.  

The  
greatest 
risk is 
not  
to step 
into your 
full potential. 
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The more we express who we really are  
and share our creative expressions,  
the more we are reflected in our life’s works. 

In this, we experience true joy.  
We discover that love, that fulfillment,  
that contribution that we’ve been seeking all along. 

I want to ask you what is your Signature Genius,  
your artistry, your works of art that really shared, 
will activate The Law of Divine Compensation?  
That’s the real question for you.  

This is exactly what I actually guide my clients  
across the globe to discover and express every day  
to guide you to discover and share your Signature Genius 
to profit from packaging and sharing your unique value, 
to serve your ideal tribe.  

I would love to guide you to that divine exchange 
to tap The Law of Divine Compensation for yourself,  
to help guide your greatness out of you.  

Today, I am really inspired to offer something  
very special for those of you listening. I am actually  
going to invite 10 ConsciousSHIFTers to experience -  
at no cost to you - a one-on-one Discovery Session  
personally with me … for the first 10 people with  
a sincere desire to tap into this Law of Divine Compensation  
to shift your life and your work to a higher level  
and a greater compensation for the value that you bring. 

If you’re listening, and what we’ve been talking about today 
really touches you, if it resonates with you, if that’s you  
and you’re listening and this is resonating with you,  
I invite you to go to ConsciousSHIFT.Me/Application, 
and apply for a complimentary Session personally with me.  

Just simply visit http://ConsciousSHIFT.Me/Application now. 

You must 
recognize 
your own 
Signature 
Genius -  
and the value 
only you 
can bring. 

http://consciousshift.me/application
http://consciousshift.me/Application
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You’re going to receive a one-on-one Discovery 
Session as my gift to you as one of the first 10  
to respond to this invitation. 

Here’s what we’re going to do together.  
When we connect one on one, I will ask you some  
questions to explore your specific needs, your goals,  
your visions for your life and work whether  
that’s business or career, personal or organizational.  
We’re definitely going to touch on your ultimate life 
and work potential.  

Every time I have these conversations,  
it’s so powerful, insightful, inspirational.  
I know that those of you who respond  
and are really resonating with this will love it. 

If that’s you, just go to ConsciousSHIFT.Me/Application now. 
Someone from my office will be right back  
in touch with you to set up a time for us  
to talk one-on-one.  

That’s my gift to you - in honor 
of your greatness, your genius. 

I just want to give you the time to get real, tangible,  
actionable clarity on your gifts, your talents, your value, 
your vision and how to offer and package them  
to serve your ideal tribe of clients.  
Choose to honor yourself and apply  
at ConsciousSHIFT.Me/Application now. 

We’ve been sharing about how you can tap into  
that abundance that we’ve been talking about -  
and how you can shift your world view to tap into  
receiving the value that you deserve - worthy of the gifts 
and value that only you can bring.  

Profit from  
sharing your 
Signature 
Genius  
to impact  
the world  
and receive 
the income 
you deserve 
and desire. 

http://consciousshift.me/application
http://consciousshift.me/application
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The Law of Divine Compensation – Marianne Williamson 
What is your World View about abundance - about money and wealth? 1-2

Each and every one of us is programmed for stardom, for perfection. 3-4 
• Every aspect of reality is similarly programmed to rise

to its highest place of material manifestation.

When we see work that way - not as a job outside of us that we need to go get -
but rather a calling, a career that arises organically out of the depths of who we are,
then we see the creation of external abundance from a whole different place or World View.

It’s not something we go find or get from outside of us, but rather that it’s something
that unfolds naturally as an automatic reflection of the abundance that we have experienced inside ourselves.

The idea here is that the universe is self-correcting.

Whenever there is a problem, whenever there is a lack, whenever there is a diminishment
of material resources, there is within the infinitude of spiritual substance the ability to compensate -
that’s what I call The Law of Divine Compensation - to compensate for that lack.

The power lies in looking to your own thoughts – and shifting them. 5-7 

• When you look to your own thoughts, you realize that your power lies 
in meeting even limited circumstances with unlimited thoughts.

• Do you think of yourself as being at the effect of a random universe
that doesn’t care about you, a World View of scarcity? 

• Or do you think of yourself as being at the effect of a loving universe
that does care about you - in other words, a World View of abundance? 

• It’s a critical question, because our beliefs determine what we see and what we experience.

Can simply changing our minds change our bank accounts? 3 

Changing our mind literally determines which realm of experience we inhabit. 

• There is one way of looking at the world - which is only through our physical eyes -
that shows us a world of scarcity and luck.  In this material realm, there are only
so many pieces of the pie. We have to compete to get ours.
We have to prove somehow that we are better than other people. We have to struggle.
A very difficult experience rises from this kind of World View.

• Enlightenment is a shift from physical identification to spirit identification.
Beyond what the physical eyes can see, there’s a world of infinite abundance -
infinite pieces of the pie. We don’t have to struggle or compete - because no one else
can compete to be you, just as you cannot compete to be anyone else …

NOTES ACTION SHEET 

http://amzn.to/1vSS9a0
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• I am not just a child of this world. I’m a child of the universe - and therefore,
even though I might not have a job at the moment, as the world defines it, I still have
a divine calling that I was born with, which is to love, to give and to receive love.

• You realize that in the presence of love, miracles occur naturally.

• Anytime we withhold love, we are deflecting a miracle.

• Our fear mind is really equated with our ego mind, and when we choose our thoughts -
and enlightenment is a choice - if we’re thinking a loving thought,
we can activate this Law of Divine Compensation.

How can we activate the Law - and how do we deactivate it? 

• In the morning, the most powerful thing we can do is to meditate - because just as a coach
of a great athlete, we’ll have the athlete envision the move before they actually make the move.

• When we meditate, we allow our minds to settle into natural alignment
with the natural harmonies of the universe. Remember, it’s within the alignment
of the natural harmony of the universe that all is programmed for perfection.
When you wake up in the morning and you go directly to the newspaper or the computer
and view the news, as the world defines that view, then you are surrendering your mind
to the forces of fear. Now, I’m not saying you shouldn’t read the newspaper – I think we
should know what’s going on in the world - but we should see it from a place where we have
already prepared our minds in such a way that we can experience ourselves not as at the effect
of all the terrible news in the world - but as transformers of all the terrible news in the world.

• From that point, you go through your day - you save your business, you save your job.
"May I be a vessel of love through this work, may the world be a better place because I have 
this job, may I show up impeccably, may I not live in the past but in the present, may I look 
at every human encounter in every situation as an opportunity to bless and to extend love. 

• Let me, before I even go to work today, send love and wish for peace to my employer, 
to my employers, to my clients, to my perspective clients." - and you actually go through
the mental discipline of sending love to everyone involved with you in a work situation.

• You begin to realize that, in any place where we are withholding love, we’re blocking the miracle.

• It’s amazing how much abundance flows through us when we allow
the abundance in our hearts to flow out.

Miracles are natural - when they do not occur something has gone wrong. 7-9

• If you don’t believe that it is an abundant, miracle-filled universe, you won’t even be able
to see the opportunities sometimes that are right before you.

• In this present moment, the universe is an infinite opportunity-creating machine.
You might have a new opportunity right in front of you - in the guise of a person who might
be interested in hiring you, or connect you to your next opportunity - but because you bring
the energy of the past, rather than really being open to new beginnings in the present,
you completely miss out on the opportunity.

ACTIONS 
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On a mortal plane, we all do different things - but on the spiritual plane, 9-12 
we’re all here for the same purpose.  

• That purpose to be conduit for the love that will heal the world.

One person gives their upliftment and their love and their service through sciences,
some through the arts, some through the legal system, some through education.

• Work takes a different form - but at the deepest level, we all have the same calling.

At the highest level, your work is not just about what you do.
It’s about the consciousness that you bring to it.

• Anyone can be of service. If you’re in contact with people, if you’re doing something
related to people, you have an opportunity to put good in the world.

The Law of Fair Exchange & Love as the Bottom Line 12-23

• What we want is for money - just like goodwill, just like love, just like justice -
to circulate freely and fully.
When you are creating something of value and you put it out into the world
and somebody gives you money in exchange, they added value to your life in the form
of money that you use to pay your bills. You put something of value in their hands.

• That’s the Law of Fair Exchange.  That’s what capitalism should be.

• Money actually should not be the bottom line. Love should be the bottom line.
Humanitarian value should be the bottom line. Ethics should be the bottom line.
Morality should be the bottom line.

• Then within that of course, the Law of Fair Exchange works perfectly for everyone.

• The first step is to place your need for work in God’s hands.
This is important - whether you’re looking for a job, or whether we’re just thinking
about any kind of work that we want, or if we want to improve our businesses.

• Take the highest responsibility for your life.
You pay a very high price for not taking 100% responsibility for your life.
The price you pay is that you will then not be able to change your circumstances.

Sometimes, there’s a lot of self-forgiveness necessary. Some of that includes atonement,
admitting where we’ve made mistakes, admitting where we were not wise,
admitting where we were not moderate, admitting where we were not responsible.

The only thing that’s ultimately a failure is something that we didn’t learn from.
There is no more important change of thinking than forgiveness.
Even if you have made mistakes - there is Divine Compensation. Move back into love.

• Life’s Top Line means your values are aligned with what you're contributing to the world -
and it encompasses your highest and best life. “It’s to live in the flow of a meaningful life.”

BONUS:  Apply for a FREE Profit from Your Signature Genius Discovery Session with Julie Ann ($600 value). 
(http://ConsciousSHIFT.Me/Application) 

ACTIONS 
 

http://consciousshift.me/application
http://consciousshift.me/Application



